Second International InterX Conference
23 – 24 Settembre 2017
Clayton Chriswick Hotel, London
Program
Day 1
9:15am
9:30am

11:40am
12:00pm

Opening
Dr Zulia Frost (MD) InterX Expert (UK), “Fascia as the largest organ hosting
Energy and Lymphatic systems. The InterX altering status of fascia in the body.
Overview: why the InterX device is such a versatile tool and effective in a
broad range of conditions.” Introduction to a new training course
Coffee break
Stephen Grinnell (MSc) Physical Rehabilitation Specialist, InterX Expert (UK),
“Combination of Functional Mobility and Fitness to create better mobility and
movement. Post-operative Knee surgery InterX management. Rheumatoid
Arthritis of the elbow with septicaemia. Neuropathic pain management, Case
study reports”

12:30pm

Theresa Hosford, Reiki master, Holistic Massage Therapist, InterX therapist
(Ireland), “Challenging cases from practice with the InterX in her practice. Case
study reports”

1:00pm
2:00pm

Lunch break
Paul Carter, Hypnotherapy, InterX Expert (UK) “Useful hypnotherapy
techniques to combine with InterX therapy when treating complex psychosomatic patients and long term chronic pain sufferers”

2:30pm
practical

MEET the EXPERTS! Practical workshop: learning new techniques
Dr Margot Wells, InterX Expert (UK), former International Sprinter, creator of
“Wellfast” techniques to achieve peak performance by re-aligning and
stabilising the body, coaching how to “Release of pain through Functionality.”
technique demo

Practical

Dr Cori Carter (DC), InterX Expert (USA), “Palpation with Soft Tissue Electrode
when patient is in horizontal position, facilitation to non-forceful adjustment.
Full body Integration.” technique demo

4:00pm
4:15pm
Practical

Practical

Coffee break
Alicky Gravel Shiatsu practitioner, InterX Expert (UK), the InterX in practice.
“Post -operative application. Treatment of the abdomen in combination with
Chi Nei Tsang (abdominal massage with aim to detoxification. Combination
with EFT”, technique demo)
Dr Zulia Frost “Energy and Immune booster protocol”, technique demo

5:30pm

Closing

Day 2
9:30am

Dr Cori Carter (DC) InterX Expert (USA), “New paradigm in cellular
communication, understanding importance of Sol/Gel cellular balance and
how the InterX works on the cellular level. Study report demonstrating
Autonomic Neuromodulation with the InterX device”

11:40am
12:00pm

Coffee break
Dr Lesley Parkinson, (B.Sc.Hons.M.Sc.C.Psychol.C.Sci A.F.B.Ps.S.), Registered
EuroPsy Psychologist, Consultant Clinical Psychologist, Specialist in
Neuropsychophysiology. “Study on the effectiveness of the InterX device
through neurofeedback. Summary report”

1:00pm
2:00pm

Lunch break
Dr Zac Cox (BDS), Holistic Dentist, InterX therapist (UK), “Cancer, wake up call.
How to live healthy and prevent cancer naturally”, will take you on the
journey to understand natural solutions to pervert or reverse cancers

3:00pm

Alen Ilic (PT) InterX Expert Therapist (Slovenia), Leading “Fizio Centre”,
Slovene Alpine Ski Team, Slovene Handball Team, Football and Basketball
sport clubs, “Experience in use of the InterX in physiotherapy practice and
rehabilitation”

3:30pm

Bev Quee (OT), InterX Expert (Australia), “Severe Complex Neuropathic posttraumatic pain, case study report”, presented by Dr Zulia Frost on behalf of
Bev Quee (Skype session)

4:00pm

Closing and certification

Costi di iscrizione:
£ 198,00 per iscrizione prima del 24/08/17 – per entrambe le giornate
£ 270,00 per iscrizione dopo il 24/08/17 – per entrambe le giornate
Per iscriversi seguire il link http://www.healthhubuk.com/conference-enrol-form

Il corso si terrà presso Clayton Chiswick hotel, 626 Chiswick High Road, London, W4 5RY, UK
(close to Heathrow and M4) https://www.claytonhotelchiswick.com/

